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Abstract

Background: Once multi-relational approach has emerged as an alternative for
analyzing structured data such as relational databases, since they allow applying data
mining in multiple tables directly, thus avoiding expensive joining operations and
semantic losses, this work proposes an algorithm with multi-relational approach.

Methods: Aiming to compare traditional approach performance and multi-relational
for mining association rules, this paper discusses an empirical study between
PatriciaMine - an traditional algorithm - and its corresponding multi-relational
proposed, MR-Radix.

Results: This work showed advantages of the multi-relational approach in
performance over several tables, which avoids the high cost for joining operations
from multiple tables and semantic losses. The performance provided by the
algorithm MR-Radix shows faster than PatriciaMine, despite handling complex multi-
relational patterns. The utilized memory indicates a more conservative growth curve
for MR-Radix than PatriciaMine, which shows the increase in demand of frequent
items in MR-Radix does not result in a significant growth of utilized memory like in
PatriciaMine.

Conclusion: The comparative study between PatriciaMine and MR-Radix confirmed
efficacy of the multi-relational approach in data mining process both in terms of
execution time and in relation to memory usage. Besides that, the multi-relational
proposed algorithm, unlike other algorithms of this approach, is efficient for use in
large relational databases.

Keywords: MR-Radix, Multi-relational data mining, Association rules, Mining frequent
itemsets, Relational databases

Introduction
Data mining has emerged as a field of study aimed at developing tools and techniques

for the exploration of large data repositories, in order to obtain new, valuable, non-tri-

vial and implicitly existing information [1]. Data mining processing traditional algo-

rithms are carried out taking into account that the data are arranged in a single

structure, usually a file or a table. This limitation hinders the use of such algorithms,

for example, in a relational database which consists of several tables semantically

related [2].
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One possibility to bypass this limitation is to join all the tables in a universal table

and subsequently apply the data mining techniques. However, this approach could

result in a universal table of such a size that it would make the application of tradi-

tional techniques unviable.

Other possibility is applying said algorithms to a central table which is made up of

attributes that summarise or aggregate the information found in other tables. Never-

theless, this technique has the disadvantage of generating tables having many attributes

and data repetitions [3].

Multi-relational data mining algorithms emerged to enable the extraction of multiple

relation patterns, with efficiency and efficacy, without the necessity of joining the data

into a single table [4,5]. Said algorithms made possible the extraction of knowledge in

situations where, due to their semantic relevance, it is important to maintain the struc-

ture or relationship of the multiple tables and has been applied in several areas [6-8].

However, for multi-relational data mining in large databases, such algorithms were

not efficient due the difficulty of allocating enough memory for all data structure used

for this algorithm to represent the database. To bypass the scalability problem with

this strategy, the MR-Radix was proposed.

The MR-Radix is a multi-relational data mining algorithm, which has a data struc-

ture called Radix-tree that compresses the database in the memory. To demonstrate

the efficiency of this algorithm, this work presents a comparative study of MR-Radix

and its corresponding multi-relational, the traditional algorithm PatriciaMine. There-

fore, two original contributions are obtained: the MR-Radix multi-relational algorithm

proposal and the empiric presentation of advantages of the multi-relational approach

for mining various tables.

This work is organised in the following manner: section 2 lists the principal concepts

about mining association rules-traditional and multi-relational; section 3 presents a

comparison between PatriciaMine and other algorithms; section 4 presents the pro-

posed MR-Radix algorithm; section 5 presents a comparison between PatriciaMine and

MR-Radix algorithms; lastly, section 6 presents conclusions about the work.

Theory substantiation
Data Mining can be defined as being the use of computational techniques to extract

knowledge from a set of data which, generally, is large enough to make human analysis

impracticable [9]. Association rules, which have the objective of discovering associative

patterns from databases, can be found among these techniques. The classic example

that illustrates mining association rules is called “market basket analysis,” which identi-

fies associations between items so that, frequently, the presence of some items implies

the presence of others [10].

An association rule can be seen as an implication X®Y, with X and Y being sets of

items. Such sets are called itemsets, also commonly referred to as k-itemsets, in which

k is the number of items that said set has. That pattern indicates an association

between the antecedent set (X) and the consequent set (Y), so that the occurrence of

X implies the occurrence of Y. Two interesting measures, called support and confi-

dence [10], are used to obtain and quantify association rules.

The support represents the association rule frequency, that is, indicates the percen-

tage of concomitant occurrence of the X and Y sets in the database. The confidence
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measurement indicates the frequency in which the occurrence of X set items implies

the occurrence of Y set items. Said measurement expresses the validity of the associa-

tion rule X®Y [10].

Mining association rules algorithms

In this section, some of the mining association rules algorithms found in literature are

presented. The best known are: Apriori [1], which uses a “candidate generation-and-

test” (CGT); and the FP-growth [2], which adopts the pattern-growth (PG) paradigm.

The FP-growth algorithm uses an FP-tree data structure, which creates a sub-tree for

each recursive call and favours the mining of frequent itemsets from dense databases

[2]. Differently to FP-growth, the TD-FP-growth algorithm does a top-down proces-

sing, it being more efficient in the use of time and memory [11].

Some algorithms, such as H-Mine [12] and OpportuneProject [13], make use of two

types of structures to mine dense and sparse databases. Because the structure to do

the mining depends on the type of base, said algorithms use heuristics to assess the

density of a database and choose the best strategy. In the case of dense databases, tries

are used as this type of base generates few branches and intensifies mining efficiency.

For sparse databases, structures based on arrays are used as these bases generate many

branches in the tree, significantly increasing the size of these structures and, conse-

quently, the time needed for processing [12,13].

The PatriciaMine [14] algorithm is based on the PG approach, but has a superior

performance in comparison to the FP-growth. This is due to the use of a more opti-

mised structure called Patricia-trie (Practical Algorithm To Retrieve Information

Coded In Alphanumeric) or Radix-tree. Said structure is efficient in its mining algo-

rithm performance and in its use of memory. Moreover, the Patricia-trie structure has

a high compression capacity which reduces needed space for its allocation in memory,

when compared to the FP-tree standard, by up to 75%, which is the standard trie

structure used in several PG approach algorithms [14]. Besides that, the Radix-tree pre-

sented a lower computational cost than GFP-tree, a structure of GFP-Growth algo-

rithm, since the Radix-tree enables a good performance in dense and sparse databases

as the nodes in them are compressed, thus needing a smaller memory space in which

to store the tree.

The Radix-tree structure

The structure of Radix-tree performs data compression by means of cluster nodes that

share the same branch. An example of Radix-tree structure is presented in Figure 1.

It can be verified that the items A, D and F are located in the same node, and that

the support count is 4. This means that the data set shown in Figure 1 has four entries

for the items A, D and F. In a standard trie such items would be represented by four

distinct nodes for each item, but in Radix-tree only one node is necessary, reducing

the memory space used to store such structure.

Comparison between the PatriciaMine and other algorithms

The PatriciaMine is one of the most efficient mining association rules algorithms exist-

ing in literature, having also a better performance than the OpportuneProject
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algorithm, and is considered as being one of the most advanced pattern-growth

approach algorithms [14-16].

A graphic in Figure 2 is exhibited, showing the execution times of the PatriciaMine

and OpportuneProject algorithms for a database having approximately 50 thousand

registers, called Pumsb. For a better visualisation of the graphic, a logarithmic scale

was used for the axis Y, corresponding to the time of execution.

Graphic in Figure 3 shows the execution time of the PatriciaMine compared to

recent algorithms having a similar performance. The comparative results were obtained

by consulting the IEEE Workshop on Frequent Itemset Mining Implementations web-

site [17]. The graphic in Figure 4 shows a comparison, between PatriciaMine and other

algorithms, of the amount of occupied principal memory space needed to do the

mining.

Although the algorithms show proximate execution times, the PatriciaMine excels

with its smaller amount of principal memory space needed to do the mining, as illu-

strated in Figure 4. That positive characteristic has a direct relationship to the Patricia-

trie data structure which, more efficiently, represents the set of frequent items in the

memory. On the other hand, the Patricia-trie is capable of partially overcoming the

problem of database sparsity as it compresses a representation of the database.

Figure 1 Example of Radix-tree structure.

Figure 2 Graphic of execution times of the PatriciaMine and OpportuneProject algorithms [13].
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PatriciaMine performance was also compared to other traditional algorithms of

mining association rules, namely Apriori, FP-Growth and FP-Growth* [18]. The last

one is an optimized implementation of the algorithm FP-Growth. The Connect data-

base was used, containing more than 67 million records, and a graphic comparing the

runtime of such algorithms is shown in Figure 5.

Given the analyses of different association rule algorithms, the PatriciaMine was cho-

sen to be the basis for MR-Radix, since it presents a more efficient data structure, pro-

vides performance gains, and optimises the use of space in memory.

Traditional versus multi-relational mining association rules

Traditional data mining algorithms, such as Apriori and FP-growth, seek patterns from

data that are ordered in a single structure like a table or file. To apply these algorithms

in relational databases, the data from a set of relations must go through a pre-proces-

sing stage, in which they must be reunited in a single table by means of a joining or

aggregating operation.

Although this proposal is possible and sufficient for some applications, the use of

traditional mining algorithms in multiple tables can produce unsatisfactory results, for

example, jeopardised algorithm performance, since a joining process could generate a

table with many registers when the extraction is done from large databases, as well as

the appearance of inconsistencies or loss of information during the data pre-processing

[4,19]. To illustrate this problem, Figure 6 shows an example of joining tables in a

Figure 3 Comparative graphic of the execution time of the PatriciaMine, CT-PRO and FP-Growth-
Tiny algorithms.

Figure 4 Comparative graphic of occupied memory space of the PatriciaMine, CT-PRO and FP-
Growth-Tiny algorithms.
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database for a simplified hospital in which data relating to patients and their hospitali-

zations are stored.

Figure 6(a) shows a table that is associated to a patient and hospitalization table

through a relationship of type ‘1 to n’ - one to many. Figure 6(b) displays the result of

joining patient and hospitalization data. The junction creates a table containing the

data from Patient and Hospitalization tables through the existing foreign key relation-

ship. The resulting table shows data redundancy for the patient Maria, leading to inac-

curacies in the results.

Figure 6(c) shows the use of aggregate functions for data generalization, in order to

eliminate redundancies from the table in Figure 6(b). In the example, functions sum

Figure 5 Comparative graphic of PatriciaMine, FP-Growth, FP-Growth* and Apriori [18]

Figure 6 a) Patient and hospitalization relations, b) Result of a natural joining of Patient and
Hospitalization, c) Use of functions generating aggregate attributes Num_ Hospitalization and
Average_ Days.
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and average was used. The first function was used to count the number of admissions

for each patient-Num_Hospitalization attribute-the second, in turn, was applied to

calculate the average length of stay-Average_Days attribute.

The use of aggregate functions can also cause loss of information, such as occurs

when using the mean value (Average_Days) to represent the number of days of hospi-

talization. The average patient days for Maria is 8 days, however, on checking the table

hospitalization, it appears that there are two admissions of the patient of 2 and 14 days

respectively. This difference may indicate a pattern associated with the reason for

admission, so that the analysis of the Days attribute would then be more interesting

than Average_Days. The aggregate functions can also cause the elimination of non-

aggregatable attributes such as Reason attribute, since this attribute cannot be sum-

marised, therefore it is removed from the resulting table.

Multi-relational mining association rules

Multi-relational mining is the most recent approach which aims to: overcome the diffi-

culties that are found when applying traditional algorithm; and enable direct pattern

extraction from multiple relations, without the necessity of transferring data to a single

relation [4,5]. This would avoid costly joining operations and semantic losses caused

by the representation limit of a single table.

The first viable multi-relational mining proposals go back to Inductive Logic Pro-

gramming (ILP), having techniques based on pattern representation from first order

logic [3], with its main representative being the WARMR algorithm [20]. Other exist-

ing ILP algorithms are the FARMER [21] and the RADAR [22], both proposing perfor-

mance improvements of the WARMR.

The extraction of multi-relational association rules can also be done with graphs. To

do this, mathematical theories are used to identify the set of sub-graphs that occur a

determined number of times [23]. The AGN [24] algorithm, also based on Apriori, was

one of the first solutions to use a graph mathematical theory for the extraction of fre-

quent patterns. As from then, other techniques surfaced-such as FSG [25]-that aim to

improve process performance. On the other hand, algorithms like the GBI [26] propose

heuristic techniques that produce approximate solutions though with a better efficiency

in the task of finding frequent patterns.

Another strategy for the extraction of multi-relational association rules is based on

traditional algorithms, such as Apriori and FP-growth. Those algorithms are adapted

to multi-relational data mining as their strategy is more complex for pattern proces-

sing. The presentation of some samples of multi-relational algorithms follows.

One example of the multi-relational algorithm is the MRFP-Growth [27] based on

FP-growth. In a first stage it finds local frequent patterns from each of the tables and,

in the next stage, these patterns are verified to obtain multi-relational patterns.

Another example is the Apriori-Group [28] which is based on the Apriori. By means

of the clustering obtained with this algorithm, data redundancy errors, deriving from

the junction operations of multiple tables, are corrected.

The Connection algorithm [29] has a behaviour which is analogous to the MRFP-

growth, is also based on the FP-growth and was initially idealised for use in data ware-

houses. The ConnectionBlock [30] is a modification of the Connection algorithm to

consider the block concept, which consists of a set of table registers that share the
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same value of a certain identifier. Another algorithm, called ConnectionBlockQ [30], is

capable of doing mining association rules in tables having quantitative attributes, by

means of transforming these data into classes or range of values.

Another algorithm is the AprioriMR [31], an extension of the Apriori, for the mining

of multi-relational association rules, adjusting data structures and processing stages to

be used in relational databases. The GFP-Growth [32] algorithm does the extraction of

multi-relational patterns based on the functionalities of the FP-growth and on the clus-

tering concept.

Multi-relational algorithms do not present a satisfactory performance when used in

large databases because the generated data structures may be too large to be allocable

in memory, which would make the use of these algorithms impractical. In this sce-

nario, the main differential between the MR-Radix algorithm and other multi-relational

algorithms for mining association rules is the ability to perform efficient mining of

multiple relationships in large databases in a satisfactory execution time.

The developed work-MR-Radix algorithm
The MR-Radix algorithm proposed in this work is based on the PatriciaMine algorithm

which can extract multi-relational association rules from large relational databases. The

algorithm uses the Patricia-trie data structure which has a better algorithm perfor-

mance and reduces the amount of used memory space by up to 75%, when compared

to a FP-tree [14].

The proposed algorithm extracts frequent itemsets by means of the top-down strat-

egy, making the processing be done in a global structure, which improves the perfor-

mance of the algorithm as it is not necessary to construct intermediate or temporary

structures. Moreover, the MR-Radix, same as the PatriciaMine, goes through the tree

in an iterative manner, which also improves the performance compared to recursive

algorithms.

Differential MR-Radix

To enable multi-relational data mining, the MR-Radix presents some modifications to

the PatriciaMine. The first change is in relation to generating itemsets, in that the per-

formance of traditional data mining algorithms, that is trivial, becomes complex in a

multi-relational approach, since it must contemplate a larger amount of information

due to the multiplicity of sources data. With the objective of bypassing this problem,

the MR-Radix proposes a new model of representation of itemsets, called “relational

itemset”. Another modification of the algorithm was to adapt the search for patterns to

a multi-relational context. This work therefore proposed a new strategy called Fusion

of Secondary Items (FSI), capable of relating multi-relational patterns so as to avoid

the necessity of doing onerous junction operations.

The FSI technique permits relating items from different tables. The operation con-

sists of gathering all the frequent items from the tables involved in the mining process

that have the same Transaction Identifier (TID) [25]. Figure 7 shows a database, as an

example, where the primary table is the Patient table and the secondary one is the

Admittance. Highlighted lines have the same TID so, therefore, correspond to the

same patient. During the construction of the tree, the items of the admittance are
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aggregated or fused to the frequent items of their respective patient, and are used to

construct the Radix-tree.

With the purpose of enabling multiple relationships mining in large databases, an

auxiliary structure called ItemMap was proposed which allows the manipulation of

data from multiple relational databases through the mapping of relational items in

identifiers, which occupy less memory space, optimize the storage and manipulation of

nodes in Radix-tree. In addition, all operations are performed for patterns in the same

Radix-tree structure, which contributes to the good performance of MR-Radix.

To ensure the processing of large databases, the proposed algorithm uses the strategy

of dividing the database into partitions, so that these can be allocated in memory and

processed, generating local patterns of these units.

MR-Radix algorithm

In order to provide a better understanding of the MR-Radix, Figure 8 presents the

pseudo-code for the Radix-tree, Figure 9 shows the pseudo-code of the stage of mining

association rules, and in Figure 10 the pseudo-code of the partitioning step of the MR-

Radix is presented.

Comparative study between PatriciaMine and MR-Radix

The PatriciaMine mining association rules algorithm was used for comparative pur-

poses as a representative of a traditional approach and the MR-Radix algorithm as a

representative of the multi-relational approach. Tests were done on two basis of real

data. The first is called Sistema de Informação e Vigilância de Acidentes do Trabalho-

SIVAT (Work Accidents Vigilance System) which catalogues all work accident occur-

rences in a city in São José do Rio Preto, interior of the São Paulo State and was col-

lected and registered by the organ which is responsible for the follow-up of that type

of accident. The second database is denominated HC-Hospital do Cancer (Cancer Hos-

pital), responsible for storing information relating to a tumour bank of a hospital in the

São Paulo State. The HC data repository contemplates information related to the

patients and their cancer samples as well as more detailed clinical information. Table 1

shows descriptive information-tables or relations, number of registers and attributes-

from the databases used in the tests.

Figure 7 Sample of fusion of secondary items.
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The equipment used to host the algorithms and do the tests was a microcomputer

having an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200 (2.33 Ghz) processor, a DDR 2.4 gigabyte princi-

pal memory on a 250 gigabyte hard disc, SATA standard, transfer rate of 3.0 Gbit/s

and 7,200 rpm (rotations per minute). The equipment had Microsoft Windows XP

Professional SP3 system software, besides a Java J2SE 1.6 Developing Kit from the Net-

beans 6.7.1 Developing Environment and the Database Management System MySQL

5.1.

It is worth noting that, different to MR-Radix that can be directly applied to multiple

tables, the PatriciaMine traditional algorithm needs a pre-processing stage to join these

tables. The comparative study then took into account the computational cost of the

joining operation when using the PatriciaMine traditional algorithm. Figure 11 schema-

tically shows the criteria adopted for this comparative test.

To do the joining operation of multiple tables, the PatriciaMine algorithm uses a

type of junction called ‘full outer join’ to list the data from all the involved tables. The

resulting list of that junction contains all the registers of the tables participating in the

operation, with all not-coinciding values being referenced with a ‘null’.

Test parameters

The step of generating association rules is itself independent of the algorithm used so,

therefore, it is not appropriate to compare the performance of PatriciaMine and

Figure 8 Pseudo-code for the construction stage of the Radix-tree.
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MR-Radix. Thus, the algorithms were evaluated for the task of obtaining all frequent

itemsets, carrying out successive executions for different values of minimum support,

in order to verify the behaviour of the proposals against the variation of this measure

of interest.

The structure of Radix-tree compresses the itemsets with the same counter support

in a single node. Thus, to compare the performance of PatriciaMine and MR-Radix,

the number of nodes generated in the structures Radix-tree of each algorithm is more

interesting than the number of itemsets, since the same node can contemplate many

itemsets. For this reason, the number of nodes generated in Radix-tree, instead of the

number of itemsets, is presented in the tests.

It is noteworthy that each test set had its metrics collected three times, and for the

construction of graphs and tables were averaged between the results of three applica-

tions for each test case, which reduces the uncertainties generated by possible

Figure 9 Pseudo-code for the mining phase of Radix-tree.
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variations during the collection. Therefore, it is possible to ensure greater confidence

of the results presented in graphs and other resources.

Execution time comparison

The first analysis is about the execution time of the MR-Radix and PatriciaMine algo-

rithms to judge the performance of mining association rules tasks in relational data-

bases. Respective times of execution were measured during the application of the

algorithms. Figure 12 shows execution time values of the algorithms application on

SIVAT database and Figure 13 shows the same application on HC database.

The SIVAT database has a reasonable volume of data. The data structure used by

the algorithm is robust, needing more time to conclude the processing. Even so, results

at first show that the MR-Radix algorithm, despite handling complex multi-relational

patterns, had a greater efficiency than its corresponding traditional, PatriciaMine, when

applied to the SIVAT repository. This indicates that multi-relational mining was

shown to be the most advantageous way to prospect for data as the proposed algo-

rithm was two times faster than the PatriciaMine, as can be seen in Figure 12.

The graphic in Figure 13 shows that the performance provided by the algorithm MR-

Radix was approximately six times faster than PatriciaMine. Interestingly, the MR-

Figure 10 Pseudo-code for the partitioning strategy.

Table 1 Description of the SIVAT and HC database

Database Reports Quantity of registers Quantity of attributes

SIVAT Form 32,336 38

Form_cid_10 64,873 3

Form_part of body 35,624 2

Type of machine 859 3

Occupation 1,237 3

HC Sample 13.100 31

Urology_Kidney 60 60

Patient 3.647 18
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Radix presents no substantial variations in the execution time, even when using smaller

support values which tends to generate a larger number of items to be processed. In

contrast, the PatriciaMine increases the execution time as it reduces the amount of

support, indicating that the algorithm is more sensitive to the increase in the number

of items to be analyzed in mining. This feature is justified by the fact that the tradi-

tional approach is applicable to only one table.

Moreover, the MR-Radix algorithm performed better than the PatriciaMine in rela-

tion to execution time, even though the time of joining tables was disregarded. An

example is observed for the support value equal to 0.5% in the PatriciaMine held

mining step, disregarding the time of the junction of 2.30 seconds, while the MR-Radix

performed this task in only 1 second.

Utilised memory comparison

The objective of the study of utilised memory was to investigate whether a manipula-

tion of multi-relational patterns caused a need for a bigger quantity of this resource.

Figure 14 shows a graphic comparison in relation to utilised memory in the application

of the algorithms on the SIVAT base and Figure 15 shows that application on BT

database.

On analyzing the graph of Figure 14, note that utilized memory was similar with

both algorithms for most of the support values. Nevertheless, for the lower support

values, is this case 1%, the Patricia Mine needed a larger quantity of memory. This

behaviour is related to the number of nodes generated by the respective algorithms in

the different support configurations, as can be seen in Table 2.

Figure 11 Scheme of a comparative study between MR-Radix and PatriciaMine.

Figure 12 Execution time graphic-MR-Radix and PatriciaMine in SIVAT base.
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According to Table 2, for a support value equal to 1%, the PatriciaMine generated

18,435 more nodes than MR-Radix. This difference is explained by the necessity of

having to join tables which causes the generation of a higher number of frequent items

and, consequently, a higher number of nodes in the Patricia-trie. On the other hand,

for higher support values the PatriciaMine algorithm shows less memory use than MR-

Radix. This results from the fact that the traditional algorithm theoretically handles

more simple patterns which come from a single table.

This characteristic should be related to the results relative to the execution time of

the algorithms. Even though the MR-Radix uses a slightly higher use of memory with

certain support values, due to the manipulation of multi-relational patterns, its execu-

tion time remains substantially lower when compared to PatriciaMine.

Still analysing the utilised memory graphic in Figure 14, it can be seen that the algo-

rithm PatriciaMine has a more vertical growth curve, indicating that the need of mem-

ory space intensifies faster as support values reduce. On the other hand, the MR-Radix

algorithm has a more conservative curve, which shows an interesting characteristic,

Figure 13 Execution time graphic-MR-Radix and PatriciaMine in HC base.

Figure 14 Utilised memory graphic-MR-Radix and PatriciaMine in SIVAT base.
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because the increase in demand of frequent items does not result in a significant

growth of utilized memory.

In Figure 15 it appears that the MR-Radix algorithm requires more memory than the

PatriciaMine to support higher values. However, for lower values of support-in this

case, less than 1%-MR-Radix algorithm begins to show a lower use of main memory.

This is related to the number of nodes generated in the data structure of the MR-

Radix during the mining process. As can be seen in Table 3, the number of nodes gen-

erated by the MR-Radix algorithm is greater than the number generated by Patricia-

Mine to support higher values up to 10%, while for smaller values the traditional

approach generates a larger number of nodes, since joining multiple tables generated a

larger data set.

With the tests it was possible to confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of a multi-

relational mining algorithm in relational databases, since the execution time and mem-

ory consumed by the MR-Radix, in most cases, showed better rates compared to the

traditional algorithm that has the limitation of needing to execute junctions of data

from multiple tables.

Conclusions
The comparative study confirmed the efficacy and efficiency of the multi-relational

MR-Radix algorithm for use in relational databases, in terms of execution time and uti-

lized memory. This algorithm was analysed with comparisons to the traditional Patri-

ciaMine algorithm which showed that multi-relational mining has, in fact, a better

Figure 15 Utilised memory graphic-MR-Radix and PatriciaMine in HC base.

Table 2 Number of nodes in the SIVAT base tree

Algorithms Support

1% 5% 10% 20% 30%

MR-Radix 40426 24272 16266 10473 5580

PatriciaMine 58861 21670 14545 9287 5865
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efficiency as it avoids costly multiple table joining operations. Moreover, the multi-rela-

tional approach does not show semantic losses, not like the traditional algorithms that

can induce errors or inaccuracies during the joining of tables.

Thereby, this work presents, as an original contribution, the MR-Radix algorithm

which has a performance of confirmed efficacy of the multi-relational approach in data

mining process.
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